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“Always be prepared to give an answer 
to everyone who asks you to give the 
reason for the hope that you have. But 
do this with gentleness and respect.”

ESA/Hubble/digitized Sky Survey 2

1 Peter 3:15
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Why 200 billion useless galaxies?

   Universe’s mass determines what elements 
you get.

ESA/Hubble and Digitized Sky Survey 2
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   The greater the cosmic mass density, the 
more hydrogen is fused into helium during 
the first few minutes after cosmic origin.
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NASA//ESA/Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

   Universe’s mass also plays a role in 
determining the cosmic expansion rate.

12 billion light years

2 billion light years



NASA/ESA/Hubble Heritage (STScI/AURA)

too rapid expansion    
100% diffuse gas 



NASA/ESA/Hubble Heritage (STScI/AURA)

too slow expansion    
100% black holes & neutron stars  



just right expansion    
stars and planets   

NASA/Hubble Heritage Team STScI/AURAtext HUGH to 3 1 9 9 6  



   If the cosmic mass density were the 
tiniest fraction greater or lesser, life is 
impossible anytime or anywhere in 
the universe.

NASA//ESA/Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)/W. Keel, Univ. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa



NASA/ESA/Hubble Legacy Archive

Why is it so old?



Unique Time to Observe
If we were created later—or earlier—we 
would be unable to witness the cosmic 
creation event. 

NASA



Only at ~14 billion years after the cosmic 
creation event can humans observe all of 
cosmic history and directly witness the 
cosmic creation event.

NASA/Hubble Heritage Team STScI/AURA

Unique Time
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Uranium/Thorium Abundance
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NASA/HST/High-Z Supernova Search Team



credit: NASA, SOHO Consortium, EIT, ESA
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Solar Flare Activity



NASA//Hubble Heritage Team (STScI)

Why is the universe so dark?
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exotic 
dark 
matter

ordinary dark matter
stars, planets, nebulaedark energy 

Cosmic Inventory



NASA//ESA/Hubble Key Project Team/High-Z Supernova Search Team

Why so dark?

If the dark stuff was altered by just one 
part in 10122, no life would be possible.



Dark Stuff

   Fine-tuning exceeds the best 
human design success (gravity 
wave telescopes) by 1097 times.

NASA//WMAPtext HUGH to 3 1 9 9 6  



 Sun
   Earth is not in a central or especially 

favored position.

Copernican Principle

NASA



NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt (SSC-Caltech)

 Sun



far from the galactic core

 Sun

NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt (SSC-Caltech)

Unique Location



far from spiral arms

 Sun

NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt (SSC-Caltech)

Unique Location



far from gaseous nebulae

 Sun

NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt (SSC-Caltech)

Unique Location



NASA//ESA/Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

far from bright galaxies

Unique Location



Why would your God 
subject us to so much 
decay?

ESA/Hubble and /Digitized Sky Survey 2text HUGH to 3 1 9 9 6  



Law of Decay Design
optimal for allowing formation of stars 
and planets that life requires 

optimal for allowing plants to produce 
food and for animals to digest food

NASA/ESA//Digitized Sky survey 2



Law of Decay Design
optimal for restraining evil 

optimal for training humans for their 
future roles in the new creation

NASA/ESA//Digitized Sky survey 2



Law of Decay Design
Decay rate is not so high as to 
discourage productive work. 

Decay rate is not so low as to let human 
sin go unrestrained.

NASA/ESA//Digitized Sky survey 2



Physical Laws’ Purpose
to encourage avoidance of sin

ESO
text HUGH to 3 1 9 9 6  



Because of the law of decay,
sin leads to    more pain, 

                       more work, 

                       more wasted time, 

to undo the damage caused by sin.

ESO



God designed the universe, Earth, and 
Earth’s life for the redemption of billions 
of humans and the eradication of evil.

NASA/JPL=Caltech



Hugh Ross
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“Always be prepared to give an answer 
to everyone who asks you to give the 
reason for the hope that you have. But 
do this with gentleness and respect.”

ESA/Hubble/digitized Sky Survey 2

1 Peter 3:15


